Minnich's work asks us to rethink the concepts of evil and banality. She expands the concept of evil to "extensive evil," and brings us to consciousness of commonplace evil throughout our societies and in ordinary daily life. Collusion with evil may be found in the taken-for-grantedness of social practices over decades, sometimes centuries, a kind of evil that remains unquestioned. Minnich unravels and reveals "extensive evil" with both eloquence and kind-heartedness that makes the reader want to dig deeper to find it and to undo it.
Profound in its impact and intelligent in its thoughtfully honed premises, as truths usually are when they transcend ideology, The Evil of Banality has reached the bookshelves just as we find our world tottering on a precipice between good and evil. The new and refreshed philosophical truths imparted in this book engage our consciousness, collectively and individually. The author calls us to act from our intelligence and with reflection for that is how to move ourselves and our society away from the catastrophic evil of dangerous and hateful leaders. Considering neither herself nor any of us free of the evil of banality, Minnich points the way for us and our societies to bring it into the light of day where we can confront it. I have no doubt that Minnich's feminism is at work in the sensitivity and vision she brings to this searching book.
As I read Minnich's analysis, I thought of the violent behavior and humiliating acts of men when they buy women for prostitution, and in contrast, how often I am met with sincere and well-meaning concern for the women in prostitution. These people are so well-meaning that they call prostitution "sex work" because they want women to feel better about being bought by men for sexual use. These are often good people who do not realize that they are implicitly suppporting the sex industries.
There is another way to support women who are in prostitution; one country after another is criminalizing men for buying women to use for sex while decriminalizing women and providing them support programs to reset their lives and recover from harm. But those people who mean to support "sex workers" ask, "Who are we to interfere with women's choices?" For years I have been stumped by these same women wondering why they defend violence and humiliation in prostitution as "sex work," but would not say of a married woman who is being systematically abused by her husband, staying in her marriage because she loves him, and is sure that he won't do it again, "it's her choice, who are we to interfere?" We intervene because we see harm coming to women, because they are sex objects to those who buy them for a few minutes or a few hours. We establish refuge programs around the country for women to find safety and begin to get control of their lives, their health, and well-being.
In reading The Evil of Banality, I realized that many of those people who fall into implicit support of the sex trade are good people who have fallen into unthinking and non-reflective behaviors. But as Minnich would say, I believe, it is not that easy. For their non-reflective responses uphold two separate categories of women: "wives," who must be helped and supported and "whores," who are different from the rest of us women, the very constructs of patriarchal power.
While some who read this may find that what I have said goes against all you know about prostitution or sex work, if you call it that. But that is precisely the intention of Elizabeth Minnich's work as I see it. If you can live with that discomfort for a moment, you may recognize the importance of uncovering the evil of banality which you may not have known you accepted without questioning it.
The Evil of Banality, by far the most important and urgent book I have read in at least thirty years, is free of jargon, slogans, and guilt that so often comes with treatises on major moral issues. I highly recommend that The Evil of Banality be taught in women's studies, race relations, political science, sociology, psychology and, of course, philosophy courses. Not only students, but everyone will discover that this book brings to us questions that many of us do not even know we should be asking.
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